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Abstract. We study the coexistence of multiple periodic solutions for an analogue of the integrateand-fire neuron model of two-neuron recurrent inhibitory loops with delayed feedback, which
incorporates the firing process and absolute refractory period. Upon receiving an excitatory signal
from the excitatory neuron, the inhibitory neuron emits a spike with a pattern-related delay, in
addition to the synaptic delay. We present a theoretical framework to view the inhibitory signal
from the inhibitory neuron as a self-feedback of the excitatory neuron with this additional delay.
Our analysis shows that the inhibitory feedbacks with firing and the absolute refractory period can
generate four basic types of oscillations, and the complicated interaction among these basic oscillations leads to a large class of periodic patterns and the occurrence of multistability in the recurrent
inhibitory loop. We also introduce the average time of convergence to a periodic pattern to determine which periodic patterns have the potential to be used for neural information transmission and
cognition processing in the nervous system.
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1. Introduction
In a living nervous system, recurrent loops involving two or more neurons are ubiquitous and are
particularly prevalent in cortical regions for memory such as the hippocampal-mesial temporal lobe
complex [26]. The recurrent neural loops include the multiple pathways involved in the control of
movement [2], reciprocal thalamocortical loops involved in epileptic seizures [11] and regulation of
states of arousal [6], the limbic nervous system loops related to memory [1] and epileptic seizures
[24], and the cortical-basal ganglia-thalamus-brain stem-cortical loops, which participate in the
control of movement and act as gate keepers for the propagation of epileptic seizures [23].
In this paper, we consider a simple recurrent inhibitory loop consisting of an excitatory neuron E and an inhibitory neuron I, where neuron E gives off collateral branches and excites the
inhibitory neuron I, which in turns inhibits the firing of neuron E, in a delay time. Such twoneuron recurrent inhibitory loops with delay display similar complex dynamic behaviors as larger
networks and many techniques developed to deal with two-neuron networks can carry over to networks of large size. Moreover, two-neuron networks are sometimes thought of as systems of two
modules, where each module represents the mean activity of a spatially localized neural population
[3, 25].
The focus of this paper is on the capacity of the recurrent inhibitory loop to generate multiple
coexisting periodic patterns (multistability). The coexistence of multiple stable patterns in neural
networks is the basis of the mechanism for (associative) content-addressable memory storage and
retrieval [8, 13, 14, 20, 22] where each stable equilibrium is identified with a static memory, while
stable periodic orbits are associated with temporally patterned spike trains [4, 8, 9]. Periodic patterns exhibited in neural networks have been linked to a variety of rhythms, which are associated
with important behavioral and cognitive states in the nervous system, including attention, working memory, associative memory, object recognition, sensory motor integration and perception
processing [5, 7, 15].
Time delays, a powerful mechanism for multistability, are intrinsic properties of the nervous
systems and are unavoidable in electronic implementation due to axonal conduction times, distances of interneurons and the finite switching speeds of amplifiers. Multistability in a delayed
neural network has been extensively studied in the literature, in particular for delayed neural recurrent loops [8, 9], and experimentally in electrical circuits [9] and in recurrently clamped neurons
[10]. Foss et al. [8] studied neural recurrent inhibitory loops using the well-known HodgkinHuxley model and found three coexisting attracting periodic solutions by computer simulation.
Ma and Wu [17, 18] showed that the phenomenological spiking neuron model incorporating the
firing process and the absolute refractory period can generate a large number of asymptotically stable periodic solutions with predictable patterns of oscillations. However, the aforementioned work
[8, 17, 18] on inhibitory loops/feedbacks is based on the consideration of the dynamical behaviors
of the single excitatory neuron in the two-neuron inhibitory loop by simplifying the effect of the
inhibitory neuron on the excitatory neuron as an inhibitory self-feedback in the recurrent loops.
In this paper, we study both the excitatory and inhibitory neurons and consider a system of
coupled delay differential equations. We develop a systematical approach to rigorously analyze
the mechanism for the coexistence of multiple periodic patterns in the recurrent inhibitory loop.
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In particular, the interaction among the excitatory and inhibitory neurons, time lag, firing process
and the absolute refractory period can generate some basic components of periodic patterns. This
allows us to link the solution semiflow defined by the model to symbolic dynamics in which these
basic components can be pinned together to form a large class of periodic patterns and the model
exhibits rich dynamics in the form of the coexisting periodic patterns. Moveover, an important
quantity, the average time of convergence to a periodic pattern, can help us to determine what kind
of patterns can be potentially used for neural information transmission, object recognition, sensory
and perception processing in the nervous system.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: we first formulate the two-dimensional integrateand-fire neuron model for the recurrent inhibitory loop which incorporates the firing process and
the absolute refractory period in Section 2. In Section 3, we show that the interaction of time lag,
inhibitory feedback, firing and absolute refractory period can generate four types of basic oscillations (V, Wu , Wd and Wc ) for the excitatory neuron, and we describe in details the corresponding
basic types of the oscillations for the inhibitory neuron. Section 4 is devoted to developing a theoretical framework to view the inhibitory feedback from the inhibitory neuron as a self-feedback
of the excitatory neuron: we note that the inhibitory neuron, upon receiving an excitatory signal
from the excitatory neuron, emits a spike with a delay. This delay is in addition to the synaptic
delay. The size of this additional delay is associated with the specific type of oscillation of the
inhibitory neuron, and is determined fully by the period of the corresponding type of oscillation of
the excitatory neuron. In summary, we show that the inhibitory signal from the inhibitory neuron
can be regarded as a self-feedback of the excitatory neuron with this additional delay. In Section
5, we develop general principles that determine how these building blocks of oscillations interact
each other to generate multiple periodic patterns, and apply these general principles to an example
in Section 6 to illustrate the periodic patterns we theoretically derive. Section 7 provides some
numerical simulations to illustrate similar periodic patterns exhibited by the more realistic model
of the recurrent loop with an alpha synaptic function. Some remarks and discussions are presented
in the final section.

2. Model of Recurrent Inhibitory Loops and Simulation Results
We consider the following normalized integrate-and-fire model of a recurrent inhibitory loop:
½ 0
VE (t) = −VE (t) − FI (t) + I0 ,
(2.1)
VI0 (t) = −VI (t) + FE (t, τ ),
where I0 is the external input (assumed to be a constant), FE (t, τ ) describes the excitatory input
from the excitatory neuron E to the inhibitory neuron I and FI (t) describes the inhibitory input
from neuron I to neuron E. The dynamical behaviors of both excitatory and inhibitory neurons
are subject to a resetting mechanism. Namely, once these potentials reach the firing threshold ϑ
at a firing time tf , there is a spike followed by an absolute refractory period (tf , tf + TF R ) during
which both excitatory and inhibitory neurons are unresponsive to any input, and their potentials are
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reset to the after-potential VA . Here TF R is the sum of the firing process and the absolute refractory
period. The firing time tf is defined by the threshold condition:
Vi (tf ) = ϑ

and

Vi (tf − ε) < ϑ,

where i=(E,I)

for sufficiently small ε > 0.
Once neuron E fires, an excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP) is delivered to neuron I with
a time lag τ . The excitatory input is given by
½
b
if t ∈ [tτf,E + τ, tτf,E + τ + TEF ];
FE (t, τ ) =
(2.2)
0
otherwise,
where TEF is the duration of the excitatory input and tτf,E is the last firing time of neuron E prior to
the time t−τ . More precisely, tτf,E = sup{s; s ≤ t−τ, VE (s) = ϑ and V (s−ε) < ϑ for sufficiently
small ε > 0}. We assume that the excitatory input FE (t, τ ) will cause neuron I to fire and trigger
only one spike. Hence, we take b > ϑ. In order to simplify our analysis, we assume TEF is set
appropriately so that once neuron I emits a spike, there will be no further impact of the EPSP on
neuron I (If TEF is greater than such a value, the computation is slightly more complicated, but it
does not change our final results).
In turn, neuron I instantaneously delivers an inhibitory postsynaptic potential (IPSP) to inhibit
the firing of neuron E. The inhibitory input is given by
½
a
if t ∈ [tf,I , tf,I + TIF ];
FI (t) =
(2.3)
0
otherwise,
where TIF is the duration of the inhibitory input and tf,I is the firing time of neuron I. It is
reasonable to assume that TF R < TIF < T , where T is the intrinsic period of neuron I, to be
defined in Subsection 3.1. We also assume that a > I0 − VA so that the inhibitory input will cause
the potential of neuron E to decline. However, if the inhibitory input is delivered during the firing
period or the absolute refractory period of neuron E, the input has no effect on the membrane
potential during these two periods.
Note that we assume that neuron I delivers an IPSP to neuron E instantaneously (i.e. without
a synaptic delay). Such a synaptic delay can be easily incorporated into the recurrent loop model,
but we can also omit this synaptic delay by a simple change of variables.

2.1. Simulation Results
To illustrate basic oscillations and the formation of periodic patterns exhibited by neuron E in
the recurrent inhibitory loop, we briefly present some simulation results. The firing process is
represented by a piecewise linear function (the membrane potential first increases from the firing
threshold ϑ to the amplitude c of a spike, then decays to a reset potential Vr ), and the followed
absolute refractory period is represented by an exponential function (the potential to increase Vr
to the after-potential VA ). To obtain all possible periodic patterns, we have performed experiments
using a variety of initial conditions.
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Figure 1: Two coexisting attracting periodic solutions for τ = 2.406ms when ϑ = 1mV: (a)
(Wu Wd ) and (b) (Wuu V ). Other parameters are I0 = 1.45µA, a = 2.7µA, b = 6µA, TIF = 0.5ms,
TF R = 0.35ms, Vr = −0.3mV, VA = −0.1187mV and amplitude of spikes is 3.5mV. The righthand side is the blow-up of solutions in a given period (not delay τ ) to clearly illustrate the patterns
of solutions (the dotted line represents the after-potential VA .
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Figure 2: Four coexisting attracting periodic solutions when τ = 3.917ms and other parameters
identical to those used in Figure 1: (a) (Wu ), (b) (Wuu Wd V ), (c) (Wuuu 2V ) and (d) (Wuu Wu V Wu ).
The dotted line in the right side represents the after-potential VA ).
Figure 1 shows two coexisting attracting periodic solutions when τ = 2.406ms, ϑ = 1mV,
I0 = 1.45µA, a = 2.7µA, b = 6µA, TIF = 0.5ms, TF R = 0.35ms, Vr = −0.3mV and
VA = −0.1187mV. The right-hand side is the blow-up of solutions in a given period (not delay τ ) to clearly illustrate the corresponding patterns. Focusing on the downstream oscillatory
part of action potentials of these patterns, we note four types of basic oscillations: two types of
W -oscillations as shown in Figure 1 (a), denoted by Wu -oscillation and Wd -oscillation, a more
complicated oscillation, denoted by Wuu and a simple oscillation, denoted by V -oscillation in Figure 1 (b). Intuitively, u stands for “up” indicating that the membrane potential increases before
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an inhibitory signal is delivered; d stands for “down” indicating that the membrane potential decreases due to the effect of an inhibitory signal; V is a natural pattern where the action potential
is not affected by an inhibitory signal. These periodic patterns in Figure 1 can be expressed in the
order of these oscillations: (a) (Wu Wd ) and (b) (Wuu V ). Figure 2 shows four coexisting periodic
patterns when τ = 3.917ms and other parameters are identical to those used in Figure 1: (a) (Wu ),
(b) (Wuu Wd V ), (c) (Wuuu 2V ) and (d) (Wuu Wu V Wu ). In the following sections, we shall define
these basic oscillations and derive general principles of how periodic pattern formations develop.

3. Basic Oscillations
In this section, we define basic oscillations of neuron E observed in our simulation, discuss the
mechanisms for generating these oscillations and describe their implication for the oscillations
exhibited by neuron I.

3.1. The Excitatory Neuron
In the absence of recurrent inhibition (FI ≡ 0), a strong enough stimulus I0 (I0 > ϑ) will cause
neuron E to emit a sequence of spikes, called a spike train. The period of such a spike train
subject to firing and the absolute refractory period is called the intrinsic spiking period of neuron
E, denoted by T . This period is the duration of two consecutive firing times and can be divided
into two parts, TF R and TAϑ ,
¸
·
I0 − VA
,
(3.1)
T = TF R + TAϑ , TAϑ = log
I0 − ϑ
where TAϑ is the time that the membrane potential of neuron E increases from the after-potential
VA to the threshold ϑ.
Then we consider the impact of recurrent inhibitory input FI (t) on the dynamical behavior of
neuron E. We note that each time neuron I fires a spike, an inhibitory input instantaneously acts
on neuron E. Both the number of delivered inhibitory signals and the arrival time of these signals
in the cycle of an action potential (the duration between two consecutive firing times), play an
important role in formatting an oscillation. We distinguish the number of the inhibitory signals
delivered between two consecutive firing times in three cases: no inhibitory signal, only one signal
and multiple signals, which will generate a V -oscillation, a Wd -oscillation or Wu -oscillation, a Wc oscillation, respectively. We use Figure 3 (a) to illustrate these basic oscillations (V, Wd , Wu , Wc )
corresponding to three cases.
No Inhibitory Signal
If there is no inhibitory signal delivered between two consecutive firing times, neuron E emits
a natural spike, called a V -oscillation, illustrated by the graph from A to C in Figure 3 (a). The
period of a V -oscillation is equal to the intrinsic spiking period T of neuron E, where TF R is the
interval between A and B, TAϑ is the interval between B and C in Figure 3 (a).
Only One Inhibitory Input
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Figure 3: (a) Basic types of oscillations of the excitatory neuron and (b) the corresponding fundamental oscillations of the inhibitory neuron. In Figure 3 (a), from A to C is a V -oscillation; from
C to F is a Wd -oscillation; from F to J is a Wu -oscillation; from J to O is a Wdu -oscillation; from
O to U is a Wuu -oscillation. Each time the excitatory neuron E fires a spike, an excitatory signal
(EFB) is delivered to the inhibitory neuron I in a time lag τ . In Figure 3 (b), the excitatory signals
delivered at A2 , C2 , F2 , J2 , O2 and U2 correspond to the spikes at A, C, F , J, O and U in (a),
respectively. In order to associate with each spike, we moved the position of VI backwards by an
amount of time delay τ . The top dotted line indicates the threshold ϑ and the bottom line indicates
the after-potential VA .
If there is only one inhibitory input delivered between two firing times, and if this inhibitory
signal is delivered during the firing process or the absolute refractory period (between C and D
in Figure 3 (a)), since TIF > TF R , this inhibitory signal partially impacts on the membrane potential: after the absolute refractory period, the membrane potential first decreases in the effective
inhibitory time (from D to E), denoted by tdown (ms), and then increases until the neuron fires.
We call such an oscillation a Wd -oscillation, depicted from C to F in Figure 3 (a) (“d” stands for
“down”).
On the other hand, if this inhibitory signal is delivered after the absolute refractory period (at H
in Figure 3 (a)), this signal fully impacts on the membrane potential: after the absolute refractory
period, the membrane potential first increases in a certain amount of time before the signal arrives,
denoted by tup (ms) (from G to H), then decreases due to the effect of the inhibitory signal and
finally increases until the neuron fires. We call such an oscillation a Wu -oscillation, depicted from
F to J in Figure 3 (a) (“u” stands for “up”).
The first quantity characterizing these two oscillations (Wd and Wu ) is the effective inhibitory
time, tdown , for a Wd -oscillation and the rising time, tup , prior to arrival of the signal for a Wu oscillation. The second quantity to describe the inhibition of the signal is a time shift to the original
cycle of the action potential. We denote by tAϑ the duration from the time when the inhibition of
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the signal wears off to the next firing time, depicted by the time from E to F for the Wd -oscillation
and from I to J for the Wu -oscillation in Figure 3 (a). The time shift is tdown + tAϑ − TAϑ for a
Wd -oscillation and tup + TIF + tAϑ − TAϑ for a Wu -oscillation. To simplify the notation, we denote
tAϑ − TAϑ by ∆d or ∆tu corresponding to a Wd or Wu oscillation. Then each Wd -oscillation can
be characterized by a pair of variables (tdown , ∆td ) with TIF − TF R < tdown ≤ TIF and ∆td > 0,
and its period is Td = T + tdown + ∆td . Each Wu -oscillation can be characterized by a triple of
variables (tup , TIF , ∆tu ) with 0 < tup < TAϑ , and its period is Tu = T + tup + TIF + ∆tu . The
sign of ∆tu depends on the value tup : if the signal inhibition brings the membrane potential below
VA , ∆tu > 0; otherwise, ∆t < 0.
Multiple Inhibitory Signals
There can be multiple inhibitory signals delivered between two consecutive firing times, which
will generate more complicated oscillations, such as a Wdu -oscillation from J to O and a Wuu oscillation from O to U in Figure 3 (a). Similarly to Wd and Wu notations, the arrival time of
the first signal determines either a d-stream characterized by tcdown or a u-stream characterized by
(tcup , TIF ). The followed signals are all of u-streams characterized by (tcup , TIF ). In Figure 3 (a), the
Wdu -oscillation results from two signals: the first signal delivered between J and K decreases the
potential in an effective inhibitory duration tcdown (from K to L) and the second signal is delivered
at M characterized by (tup , TIF ), corresponding to the segments from L to M and from M to N .
The Wuu -oscillation is the effect of two signals delivered at Q and S, characterized by (tc,1
up , TIF )
and (tc,2
,
T
),
corresponding
to
each
segment
between
P
and
T
.
We
call
this
type
of
oscillation
a
IF
up
m
Wc -oscillation or Wc -oscillation (“c” for “complicated oscillation”) with c = du...u or c = u...u,
where m is the total number of d and u’s in c and it is the number of inhibitory signals. In
m
c,m−1
general, a Wdu...u
-oscillation can be characterized by (tcdown , tc,1
, TIF , ∆tc ), where
up , TIF , ..., tup
P
m−1 c,i
c
c
m
TIF −TF R < tdown ≤ TIF , and its period is T +tdown + i=1 (tup +TIF )+∆t
c ; a Wu...u -oscillation
P
m
c,m
c,i
can be characterized by (tc,1
up , TIF , ..., tup , TIF , ∆tc ) and its period is T +
i=1 (tup + TIF ) + ∆tc ,
where ∆tc is defined in the same way as ∆d and ∆u described above.

3.2. The Inhibitory Neuron
Each time neuron E fires a spike, an excitatory signal is delivered to neuron I with a time lag
τ . In contrast to neuron E, we define a cycle of the membrane potential of neuron I between
two consecutive excitatory signals as a fundamental oscillation of neuron I. The excitatory signal
delivered by a V -oscillation of neuron E generates a fundamental oscillation of neuron I, denoted
by V I -oscillation, which is the graph from A2 to C2 in Figure 3 (b). Similarly, the spike of Wd oscillation generates a fundamental WdI -oscillation (from C2 to F2 in Figure 3 (b)); the spike of
Wu -oscillation generates a fundamental WuI -oscillation (from F2 to J2 in Figure 3 (b)); the spike
I
-oscillation (from J2 to
of Wc -oscillation generates a fundamental WcI -oscillation, such as a Wdu
I
O2 ) and a Wuu -oscillation (from O2 to U2 ). It follows easily from the above discussion that the
period of each fundamental oscillation of neuron I is equal to the period of its corresponding basic
oscillation of neuron E.
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4. Pattern Formation From Four Basic Oscillations
The interaction of inhibitory signals, the time lag, firing and the absolute refractory period can
generate four basic oscillations (V, Wd , Wu , Wc ), which are the basic building blocks of periodic
patterns exhibited by neuron E. In this section, we discuss the general principles of how these
basic oscillations interact to generate a large class of periodic patterns of neuron E.
If neuron E fires a spike at tf , neuron I receives an excitatory signal in a time lag τ due to
such a spike, which excites neuron I to fire. Once neuron I emits a spike, an inhibitory signal is
immediately delivered to neuron E. Such an inhibitory signal can be considered as a self-feedback
(SFB) of neuron E due to the spike at tf .
For the inhibitory neuron, we denote the duration from the time that an excitatory signal arrives
until neuron I fires by τA , which is the segment, A2 B2 , or C2 D2 , or F2 G2 , or J2 K2 , or O2 P2 , or
U2 V2 in Figure 3 (b). In contrast to the synaptic delay τ , we call τA an additional delay. Hence,
corresponding to each spike of the excitatory neuron, there is always an inhibitory self-feedback
(SFB) to act on the excitatory neuron in a time delay τ 0 = τ + τA . We shall show that τA only
depends on the aforementioned basic types of oscillations of the excitatory neuron when a periodic
solution is generated. The advantage of introducing this additional delay is to help us to regard the
IPSP as a self-feedback of the excitatory neuron so that we can focus on analyzing the dynamics
of the excitatory neuron only.
For a given initial condition, the effect of such self-feedbacks eventually stabilizes the corresponding trajectory of neuron E to a periodic solution with a predicted pattern composed of the
aforementioned basic oscillations. Then a periodic pattern can be expressed by
σ = (π1 , π2 , ..., πN −1 , πN ) where

πi ∈ {V, Wd , Wu , Wc }.
(4.1)
P
We denote by Ti := T (πi ) the period of the basic oscillation πi and by p := N
i=1 Ti the period of
such a pattern. We note that a pattern which is the permutation of these oscillations π1 , ..., πN is
equivalent to the above pattern, i.e., σ1 = (π2 , π3 , ..., πN , π1 ) is equivalent to σ.

4.1. The Inhibitory Neuron
We denote the fundamental oscillations of the inhibitory neuron generated by spikes of π1 , π2 , ..., πN
I
by π1I , π2I , ..., πN
, respectively. Additional delays corresponding to these fundamental oscillations
I
I
I
π1 , π2 , ..., πN are denoted by τ1 , τ2 , ..., τN , respectively. In what follows, we show that τ1 , ..., τN
can be determined by T1 , ..., TN via a single scalar function.
Theorem 1. For a given periodic pattern σ = (π1 , π2 , ..., πN −1 , πN ) with πi ∈ {V, Wd , Wu , Wc },
there exists a continuous function g such that τ1 = g(T1 , T2 , ..., TN ), τ2 = g(T2 , T3 , ..., T1 ), ...,
τN = g(TN , T1 , ..., TN −1 ).
Proof: We first illustrate our argument by a simple case where σ = (π1 , π2 ). We denote the
membrane potential of the inhibitory neuron by V1I at the time when the excitatory signal due to
the spike π1 is delivered, and by V2I at the time when the excitatory signal due to the spike π2 is
delivered.
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Now we discuss the time course of membrane potential of the fundamental oscillation π1I . The
potential evolves in three steps: (i) increasing from V1I to the threshold; (ii) the firing process and
the absolute refractory period; (iii) increasing from VA to V2I . We follow these steps to calculate
V1I and V2I .
First Step: Starting from the time when the excitatory signal due to the spike π1 is delivered, it
takes τ1 (ms) for the potential to increase from V1I to the firing threshold ϑ. Integrating the second
equation in (2.1) yields
ϑ = V1I e−τ1 + b(1 − e−τ1 ).

(4.2)

Second Step: After neuron I fires a spike and passes the absolute refractory period, the potential
reaches the after-potential VA .
Third Step: After firing and the absolute refractory period, it takes the duration of T1 − τ1 − TF R
for the potential to increase from the after-potential VA to V2I . System (2.1) gives rise to
V2I = VA e−(T1 −τ1 −TF R ) .

(4.3)

Similarly, we consider the fundamental oscillation π2I and obtain two equations analogous to equations (4.2) and (4.3). Combining these equations together, we obtain
ϑ = V1I e−τ1 + b(1 − e−τ1 ),
ϑ = V2I e−τ2 + b(1 − e−τ2 ),

V1I = VA e−(T2 −τ2 −TF R ) ,
V2I = VA e−(T1 −τ1 −TF R ) .

We solve τ1 , τ2 to obtain

·
¸
−T2 +TF R )

b(b−ϑ−V
e

 τ1 = log (b−ϑ)2 −V 2Ae−T1 −T2 +2TF R ,
A
·
¸

b(b−ϑ−VA e−T1 +TF R )

 τ2 = log (b−ϑ)2 −V 2 e−T1 −T2 +2TF R .

(4.4)

A

Therefore, the function g is given by
·

¸
b(b − ϑ − VA e−x2 +TF R )
g(x1 , x2 ) = log
.
(b − ϑ)2 − VA2 e−x1 −x2 +TF R
Clearly, τ1 = g(T1 , T2 ) and τ2 = g(T2 , T1 ).
Applying the same argument to the periodic pattern σ = (π1 , π2 , π3 ), we obtain

¾
½
−T3 +TF R )+V 2 e−T2 −T3 +2TF R ]

b[(b−ϑ)(b−ϑ−V
e
A
A

,

 τ1 = log
(b−ϑ)3 +VA3 e−T1 −T2 −T3 +3TF R


½
¾

b[(b−ϑ)(b−ϑ−VA e−T1 +TF R )+VA2 e−T1 −T3 +2TF R ]
τ2 = log
,
(b−ϑ)3 +VA3 e−T1 −T2 −T3 +3TF R


½
¾



b[(b−ϑ)(b−ϑ−VA e−T2 +TF R )+VA2 e−T1 −T2 +2TF R ]

.
 τ3 = log
(b−ϑ)3 +V 3 e−T1 −T2 −T3 +3TF R
A
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The function g is given by
½
g(x1 , x2 , x3 ) = log

b[(b − ϑ)(b − ϑ − VA e−x3 +TF R ) + VA2 e−x2 −x3 +2TF R ]
(b − ϑ)3 + VA3 e−x1 −x2 −x3 +3TF R

¾

and τ1 = g(T1 , T2 , T3 ), τ2 = g(T2 , T3 , T1 ) and τ3 = g(T3 , T1 , T2 ).
This argument can apply for the general periodic pattern σ = (π1 , π2 , ..., πN −1 , πN ). This
completes our proof. 2
Therefore, there exists a single continuous function to describe the relationship of each τi and
T1 , ..., TN . The observed cyclic property can be interpreted as follows: if τ1 is considered as the
function g with respect to the periodic pattern σ = (π1 , π2 , ..., πN ), then τi is the function g with
respect to the equivalent periodic pattern σi = (πi , πi+1 , ..., πi−1 ). In other words, the additional
delay τi can be expressed in terms of the function g with respect to the equivalent periodic pattern.
In what follows, we use notations of τv , τu , τd , τc (such as τdu , τuu ) to denote the additional
delays corresponding to the V -oscillation, Wu -oscillation, Wd -oscillation, Wc -oscillation (Wdu ,
Wuu ), respectively.

4.2. The Excitatory Neuron
After introducing the self-feedback (SFB) and establishing the relationship of τ1 , ..., τN and T1 , ..., TN ,
we can now concentrate on the excitatory neuron to study periodic patterns. We present the general
principles to determine how the aforementioned basic oscillations are interacted to form a periodic
pattern.
For a given periodic pattern σ = (π1 , π2 , ..., πN −1 , πN ) where πi ∈ {V, Wd , Wu , Wc }, we
consider an action potential πi which delivers a self-feedback (SFB) to the action potential πi+R
with 0 ≤ R ≤ N − 1. The action of the self-feedback (SFB) from πi on πi+R yields
 Pi+R−1
Tk + TF R ≥ τ + τi + TIF and πi = Wc
iff πi+R = V ;

k=i

Pi+R−1


T
+
T
+
t
=
τ
+
τ
+
T
iff πi+R = Wd ;

i
FR
IF
k
down

Pk=i

i+R−1

iff πi+R = Wu ;
 Pk=i Tk + TF R + tup = τ + τi
i+R−1
c
m
iff d of πi+R = Wdu...u
;
. k=j Tk + TF R + tdown = τ + τi + TIF
(4.6)
P
P

c,j
i+R−1
h
c

Tk + TF R + tdown + j=1 (tup + TF D )

k=i


m

=
τ
+
τ
+ TIF
iff the h-th u of πi+R = Wdu...u
;


Ph c,j
 Pi+R−1i
m
k=i

Tk + TF R +

j=1 tup

= τ + τi

iff the h-th u of πi+R = Wu...u ,

where τi is the additional delay corresponding to the basic oscillation πi , given by τi = g(Ti , Ti+1 ..., Ti−1 ).
Analogously, N − 1 other patterns equivalent to σ give N − 1 relationships, which determine the
types of periodic patterns generated by the recurrent inhibitory loop for a given time delay. Furthermore, these relationships determine the minimum and maximum values of τ for the existence
of a given periodic pattern.
Now we consider the possible value of R to determine all possible periodic patterns exhibited
by the excitatory neuron. According to the value of R, we distinguish periodic patterns in four
cases, as shown in Figure 4:
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Figure 4: Schematic of three types of periodic patterns composed of a Wc -oscillation (from B to
G). When the excitatory neuron fires a spike at B, an inhibitory self-feedback is delivered at a
time lag τ 0 = τ + τA . If this feedback is delivered to the Wc -oscillation itself (at E), it is called
a self-inhibitory pattern; if the feedback is delivered to its nearest neighbor of Wc -oscillation (at
H), it is called a nearest-neighbor-inhibitory pattern; otherwise, a far-range-inhibitory pattern is
generated (for example, the feedback arrives at K).
• R = N − 1: the first item π1 always acts on the last item πN within the pattern σ and this
periodic pattern is composed of only Wu and Wd oscillations;
• R = 0 for πi = Wc : the spike of Wc -oscillation delivers a self-feedback to itself and we call
it a self-inhibitory pattern;
• R = 1 for πj = Wc : the spike of Wc -oscillation delivers a self-feedback to its nearest
neighbor and we call it a nearest-neighbor-inhibitory pattern;
• R > 1 for πi = Wc : the spike of Wc -oscillation delivers a self-feedback to an oscillation far
away from its nearest neighbor and we call it a far-range-inhibitory pattern.

5. Periodic Patterns Exhibited by the Excitatory Neuron
In this section, we discuss four types of periodic patterns in details: periodic patterns composed
of only Wu -oscillations and Wd -oscillations, self-inhibitory periodic patterns, nearest-neighborinhibitory periodic patterns and far-range-inhibitory patterns.
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5.1. Periodic Patterns Composed of Wu -oscillations and Wd -oscillations
If R = N − 1 for all equivalent periodic patterns of σ = (π1 , π2 , ..., πN ), then the first item
π1 always acts on the last item πN within the pattern σ. It follows easily from the definition in
Subsection 3.1 that neither the V -oscillation nor the Wc -oscillation can appear in such a periodic
pattern.
Lemma 2. For a given periodic pattern σ = (π1 , π2 , ..., πN ) where each πi is one of the basic
oscillation, if R = N −1 for all equivalent periodic patterns of σ, then πi is either a Wu -oscillation
or a Wd -oscillation.
Examples of periodic patterns composed of only Wu -oscillation and Wd -oscillation are (Wu Wd )
in Figure 1 (a) and (1Wu ) in Figure 2 (a).
Lemma 3. For a given periodic pattern σ = (π1 , π2 , ..., πN ) where πi ∈ {Wu , Wd }, all Wu oscillations must be the same in terms of (tup , TIF , ∆tu ) and all Wd -oscillations must be the same
in terms of (tdown , ∆td ).
(1)

(2)

Proof: We illustrate our argument by a simple case, where σ = (π1 , π2 ) = (Wu , Wu ). π1
(2)
(2)
(1)
(1)
is characterized by (tup , TIF , ∆tu ) and π2 is characterized by (tup , TIF , ∆tu ). Condition (4.6)
gives rise to
(
(1)
T2 + TF R + tup = τ + τ2 ,
(2)
T1 + TF R + tup = τ + τ1 .
The above system yields
(2)
T1 − t(1)
up − τ1 = T2 − tup − τ2 .
(1)

(2)

Substituting T1 , T2 into the above equation, we obtain that ∆tu − τ1 = ∆tu − τ2 .
The potential of a Wu -oscillation evolves in three steps after the firing and the absolute refractory period: (i) increases from the after-potential VA to V1 in the duration of tup (ms); (ii)
then decreases from V1 to V2 in the duration of TIF (ms) due to an inhibitory feedback; (iii) after the feedback wears off, the potential increases from V2 to the threshold ϑ in the duration of
tAϑ = TAϑ + ∆tu . These three steps give rise to
V1 = I0 − (I0 − VA )e−tup ,
V2 = I0 − a − (I0 − a − V1 )e−tup ,
·
¸
I0 − V2
TAϑ + ∆tu = log
.
I0 − ϑ
Combining the above three equations and using equation (3.1) of TAϑ , we obtain
(I0 − VA )[e∆tu − e−TIF −tup ] = a(1 − e−TIF ).
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(1)

(2)

For both the Wu -oscillation and Wu -oscillation, we have
(1)

(1)

(I0 − VA )[e∆tu − e−TIF −tup ] = a(1 − e−TIF ),
(2)

(2)

(I0 − VA )[e∆tu − e−TIF −tup ] = a(1 − e−TIF ).
(1)

(2)

Combining the above two equations with ∆tu − τ1 = ∆tu − τ2 , we obtain
eτ2 (e−TF R − e−T1 ) = eτ1 (e−TF R − e−T2 ).
Substituting τ1 = g(T1 , T2 ) and τ2 = g(T2 , T1 ) of equation (4.4), we obtain
·
¸
·
¸
b(b − ϑ − VA e−T1 +TF R )
b(b − ϑ − VA e−T2 +TF R )
−TF R
−T1
(e
−e ) =
(b − ϑ)2 − VA2 e−T1 −T2 +2TF R
(b − ϑ)2 − VA2 e−T1 −T2 +2TF R
×(e−TF R − e−T2 ).
(1)

(2)

(1)

(2)

It follows easily from the above equation that T1 = T2 . Hence, tup = tup and ∆tu = ∆tu .
The same argument with τi = g(Ti , Ti+1 , ..., Ti−1 ) can apply to show that all Wu -oscillations
in a periodic pattern must be the same in terms of (tup , TIF , ∆tu ) and all Wd -oscillations must be
the same in terms of (tdown , ∆td ). 2
Lemma 4. For a given periodic pattern σ = (π1 , π2 , ..., πN ) where πi ∈ {Wu , Wd }, all additional
delays τi related to the Wu -oscillations must be the same and all additional delays τi related to the
Wd -oscillations must be the same.
Lemma 5. For a given periodic pattern σ = (π1 , π2 , ..., πN ) where πi ∈ {Wu , Wd }, if a Wu oscillation and a Wd -oscillation coexist in this periodic pattern, then ∆tu − τu = ∆td − τd ,
where τu , τd are the additional delays corresponding to the Wu -oscillation and the Wd -oscillation,
respectively.
Proof: Again, we illustrate our argument by a simple case where σ = (π1 , π2 ) = (Wu , Wd ). π1 is
characterized by (tup , TIF , ∆tu ) and π2 is characterized by (tdown , ∆td ). Condition (4.6) gives rise
to
½
T1 + TF R + tdown = τ + τu + TIF ,
T2 + TF R + tup = τ + τd .
The above system yields
T1 − tup − τu = T2 − tdown + TIF − τd .
Substituting T1 , T2 into the above equation, we obtain that ∆tu − τu = ∆td − τd .
The relationship of tdown and ∆td for a Wd -oscillation is given by
·
¸
I0 − VA − a
tdown = log
.
(I0 − VA )e∆td − a
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The relationship of tup and ∆tu for a Wu -oscillation is given by
¸
·
I0 − VA
tup = log
.
(I0 − VA )eTIF +∆tu − aeTIF + a

(5.2)

When tdown = TIF for a Wd -oscillation and tup = 0 for a Wu -oscillation, the Wd -oscillation
coincides with the Wu -oscillation (∆tu = ∆td , and correspondingly τu = τd ) and two action
potentials are the same. In such a case, ∆td and ∆tu reach their maximum values, denoted by
·
¸
a(eTIF + 1)
∆tmax = log 1 +
(5.3)
− TIF > 0.
I0 − VA
given by
For the Wd -oscillation, when tdown = TIF − TF R , ∆td reaches its minimum value ∆tmin
d
·
¸
(I0 − VA − a)e−(TIF −TF R ) + a
min
∆td = log
(5.4)
> 0.
I0 − VA
Theorem 6. The periodic pattern (1Wu ) for σ = (kWu ) with k ≥ 2 can be generated if and only
if
½
IF +(k−1)∆tu ]
tup = τ +τu −[(k−1)T +TF R +(k−1)T
,
k
(5.5)
0 < tup < TAϑ ,
where τu is the additional delay of the Wu -oscillation. The minimum and maximum values of τ for
the existence of such a periodic pattern are given by
½
τmin = (k − 1)T + TF R + (k − 1)(TIF + ∆tmax ) − τu |∆tmax ,
(5.6)
τmax = (k − 1)T + TF R + (k − 1)TIF + kTAϑ + (k − 1)∆tmin
− τu |∆tmin
,
u
u
where τu |∆tmax is the value of τu subject to the condition where tup = 0 and ∆tu = ∆tmax , and
τu |∆tmin
is the value of τu subject to the condition where tup = TAϑ and ∆tu = ∆tmin
u . Here
u
·
¸
I0 − ϑ + a(eTIF − 1)
min
(5.7)
∆tu = log
− TIF < 0.
I0 − VA
Proof: We consider σ = (π1 , ..., πk ) = (Wu , ..., Wu ) with the Wu -oscillation being characterized
by (tup , TIF , ∆tu ). Condition (4.6) gives rise to
(k − 1)T + (k − 1)(tup + TIF + ∆tu ) + TF R + tup = τ + τu .
Re-arranging the above formula yields equation (5.5) and tup must satisfy 0 < tup < TAϑ .
When tup = 0, ∆tu reaches its maximum value ∆tmax given by equation (5.3). The corresponding additional delay τu is denoted by τu |∆tmax . This situation gives rise to the minimum
value τmin of equation (5.5).
of equation
On the other hand, as tup approaches TAϑ , equation (5.2) yields the value ∆tmin
u
(5.7). The corresponding additional delay τu is denoted by τu |∆tmin
. This situation yields the
u
maximum value τmax of equation (5.5). 2
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Now we apply the above theorem to the simple pattern σ = (2Wu ), as shown in Figure 2 (a).
The period of a Wu -oscillation, condition (4.6), the additional time delay (4.4), and equation (5.2)
yield
Tu = T + tup + TIF + ∆tu ,
Tu + TF R + tup = τ + τu ,
·
¸
b(b − ϑ − VA e−Tu +TF R )
τu = log
,
(b − ϑ)2 − VA2 e−2Tu +2TF R
¸
·
I0 − VA
.
tup = log
(I0 − VA )eTIF +∆tu − aeTIF + a
For any given τ , the solution of variables Tu , tup , ∆tu and τu uniquely determines the periodic
pattern. On the other hand, we can calculate the minimum value τmin subject to the condition
where tup = 0 and the maximum value τmax subject to the condition where tup = TAϑ . The
segment between A and B in Figure 5 represents the interval for the existence of the periodic
pattern (1Wu ) with σ = (2Wu ).
The Wd -oscillation always transits to the Wu -oscillation at certain values of time delay τ . This
transition implies that any periodic pattern in the case where R = N − 1 contains at most one
Wd -oscillation. We now discuss the periodic patterns (1Wd , hWu ) with h ≥ 1. Condition (4.6)
immediately gives rise to
Theorem 7. (i) The periodic patterns (1Wd , hWu ) with h ≥ 1 can be generated if and only if
½
τ = hT + TF R + (h − 1)TIF + h(tup + ∆tu ) + tdown − τu ;
(5.8)
∆tu − τu = ∆td − τd .
The minimum value of τ for the existence of such a periodic pattern is given by
τmin = N T + TF R + (h − 1)TIF +

min

∆tmin
≤∆td ≤∆tmax
d

[h(tup + ∆tu ) + tdown − τu ],

subject to the condition ∆tu − τu = ∆td − τd . The maximum value of τ for the existence of such a
periodic pattern is given by
τmax = hT + TF R + h(TIF + ∆tmax ) − τu |∆tmax ,
where τu |∆tmax is defined in Theorem 6.
(ii) If τ reaches its minimum value at ∆t = ∆tmax , such periodic patterns can not be generated.
(iii) If τ reaches its minimum at ∆t < ∆tmax , then a pattern transition occurs at τmax .
Now we apply the above theorem to the periodic pattern σ = (Wu , Wd ), as shown in Figure 1
(a). The periods of the Wu -oscillation and the Wd -oscillation, condition (4.6), the additional time
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Figure 5: Plot of p/T versus τ /T of six periodic patterns where p is the period of a pattern: (Wu )
with σ = (2Wu ) from A to B; (Wu Wd ) from C to D; (Wdu V ) from E to F ; (Wuu V ) from F to
G; (Wdu Wd V ) from H to I; and (Wuu Wd V ) from J to K. The periodic pattern (Wdu V ) transits to
the periodic pattern (Wuu V ) at F and the periodic pattern (Wu Wd ) transits to the periodic pattern
(Wu ) with σ = (2Wu ) at the dotted line.
delay (4.4), equations (5.1) and (5.2) yield
Tu = T + tup + TIF + ∆tu ,
Td = T + tdown + ∆td ,
Td + TF R + tup = τ + τd ,
∆tu − τu = ∆td − τd ,
·
¸
−Td +TF R
b(b − ϑ − VA e
)
τu = log
,
(b − ϑ)2 − VA2 e−Td −Tu +2TF R
·
¸
b(b − ϑ − VA e−Tu +TF R )
τd = log
,
(b − ϑ)2 − VA2 e−Td −Tu +2TF R
·
¸
·
¸
I0 − VA
I0 − VA − a
tup = log
,
tdown = log
.
(I0 − VA )eTIF +∆tu − aeTIF + a
(I0 − VA )e∆td − a
For any given τ , the solution of the above system uniquely determines the periodic pattern. On
the other hand, we can calculate the minimum value τmin subject to tdown = TIF − TF R and
the maximum value τmax subject to tdown = TIF . The segment between C and D in Figure 5
represents the interval for the existence of the periodic pattern (Wu , Wd ). The periodic pattern
(Wu , Wd ) transits to the periodic pattern (Wu ) with σ = (2Wu ) at the dotted line in Figure 5.

5.2. Self-Inhibitory Periodic Patterns
Self-inhibitory periodic patterns are composed of a Wcm -oscillation and (m − 1) V -oscillations,
m
m
, (m − 1)V ). The
so these periodic patterns can be expressed as (Wdu..u
, (m − 1)V ) or (Wu..u
spike emitted by the Wc -oscillation along with spikes emitted by the V -oscillations generate the
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Wc -oscillation. Examples of self-inhibitory periodic patterns are (Wuu V ) in Figure 1 (b) and
(Wuuu 2V ) in Figure 2 (c).
Lemma 8. For the self-inhibitory pattern (Wcm , (m − 1)V ), the following holds:
c,m−2
m
(i) tc,1
= T − TIF , tc,m−1
= T − TIF + τv − τc for a Wdu...u
-oscillation, and the
up = ... = tup
up
(m)
m
period of Wdu...u
-oscillation is Tdu...u = mT + tcdown + ∆tc + τv − τc ;
c,m−1
m
(ii) tc,2
= T − TIF , tc,m
up = ... = tup
up = T − TIF + τv − τc for a Wu...u -oscillation, and the
(m)
m
period of Wu...u
-oscillation is Tu...u = mT + tc,1
up + ∆tc + τv − τc .

Proof: We consider the pattern σ = (π1 , π2 , ..., πm ) = (Wc , (m − 1)V ). For the Wc -oscillation,
the evolution of the potential is characterized by (tc,i
up , TIF ) between two consecutive self-feedbacks
due to πi and πi+1 . Without the consideration of the additional delay, we have tc,i
up +TIF = T due to
c,i
the oscillation πi = V . The effect of the additional delay leads to tup + TIF + τi+1 − τi = T . In the
situation where πi = πi+1 = V , we still have tc,i
up + TIF = T since τi = τi+1 . On the other hand, in
m
the situation where πi = V and πi+1 = Wc (it happens when i = m − 1 for the Wdu...u
-oscillation
m
c,i
and i = m for the Wu...u -oscillation), we have tup + TIF + τc − τv = T . This completes the proof.
2
We now consider the periodic pattern (Wdu V ). The Wdu -oscillation is characterized by (tcdown , T −
TIF + τdu − τv , TIF , ∆tc ) and the corresponding additional delay is denoted by τdu . Following the
evolution of the potential of the Wdu -oscillation (similarly to the calculation in Lemma 3), we
establish the relationship of tcdown and ∆tc .
·
¸
c
1 − e−TIF + e−T −τdu +τv (1 − e−tdown )
−T −tcdown −τdu +τv
∆tc = log e
+a
.
I0 − VA
When the self-feedback of the Wdu -oscillation is delivered, the potential is given by
c

c

V2 = I0 − [(I0 − VA )e−tdown + a(1 − e−tdown )]e−T +TIF −τdu +τv .

(5.9)

The period of Wdu -oscillation, condition (4.6) and additional delays (4.4) yield the following system
Tdu = 2T + tcdown + ∆tc + τv − τdu ,
TF R + tcdown + T − TIF = τ + τdu ,
·
¸
b(b − ϑ − VA e−T +TF R )
τdu = log
,
(b − ϑ)2 − VA2 e−T −Tdu +2TF R
·
¸
b(b − ϑ − VA e−Tdu +TF R )
τv = log
,
(b − ϑ)2 − VA2 e−T −Tdu +2TF R
¸
·
c
1 − e−TIF + e−T −τdu +τv (1 − e−tdown )
−T −tcdown −τdu +τv
.
∆tc = log e
+a
I0 − VA
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Lemma 9. For the self-inhibitory periodic pattern (Wdu , V ), the minimum value of τ for the existence of such a periodic pattern is τmin = T +TF R −TIF +(tcdown −τdu )min , where (tcdown −τdu )min
is the minimum value of tcdown − τdu of system (5.10 − 5.14) subject to tcdown = TIF − TF R and the
condition where V2 = ϑ of equation (5.9); the maximum value is τmax = T + TF R − (τdu )|tcdown =TIF
where (τdu )|tcdown =TIF is the solution of τdu of system (5.10 − 5.14) subject to tcdown = TIF . On the
other hand, for any given value τ ∈ (τmin , τmax ), the solution of system (5.10 − 5.14) uniquely determines the periodic pattern. Furthermore, the periodic pattern (Wdu , V ) transits to the periodic
pattern (Wuu , V ) at τmax .
We then consider the periodic pattern (Wuu V ). The Wuu -oscillation is characterized by (tc,1
up , TIF , T −
TIF + τuu − τv , TIF , ∆tc ) and the corresponding additional delay is denoted by τuu . Following the
evolution of the potential of the Wuu -oscillation, we establish the relationship of tc,1
up and ∆tc .
obtain
·
¸
−TIF
−T −τuu +τv
a(1
−
e
)(1
+
e
)
−T −TIF −tc,1
−τ
+τ
uu
v
up
∆tc = log e
+
.
I0 − VA
When the self-feedback of the Wdu -oscillation is delivered, the potential is given by
c,1

V2 = I0 − [(I0 − VA )e−tup + a(eTIF − 1)]e−T −τuu +τv .

(5.15)

The period of Wuu -oscillation, condition (4.6), additional time delays (4.4) yield the following
system
Tuu = 2T + tc,1
up + TIF + ∆tc + τv − τuu ,
TF R +

tc,1
up

+ T = τ + τuu ,
·
¸
b(b − ϑ − VA e−T +TF R )
τuu = log
,
(b − ϑ)2 − VA2 e−T −Tuu +2TF R
·
¸
b(b − ϑ − VA e−Tuu +TF R )
τv = log
,
(b − ϑ)2 − VA2 e−T −Tuu +2TF R
·
¸
−TIF
−T −τuu +τv
a(1
−
e
)(1
+
e
)
−T −TIF −tc,1
−τ
+τ
uu
v
up
∆tc = log e
+
.
I0 − VA

(5.16)
(5.17)
(5.18)
(5.19)
(5.20)

Lemma 10. For the self-inhibitory periodic pattern (Wuu , V ), the minimum value of τ for the
existence of such a periodic pattern is τmin = T + TF R − (τuu )|tc,1
, where (τuu )|tc,1
is the
up =0
up =0
c,1
solution of τuu of system (5.16) − (5.20) subject to tup = 0; the maximum value of τ is τmax =
c,1
c,1
T + TF R + (tc,1
up − τuu )|V2 , where (tup − τuu )|V2 is the value of tup − τuu of system (5.16) − (5.20)
subject to V2 = ϑ in equation (5.15). On the other hand, for any given value τ ∈ (τmin , τmax ), the
solution of system (5.16 − 5.20) uniquely determines the periodic pattern.
The segment between E and F in Figure 5 represents the interval for the existence of the
periodic pattern (Wdu , V ). The segment between F and G in Figure 5 represents the interval
for the existence of the periodic pattern (Wuu , V ). The periodic pattern (Wdu , V ) transits to the
periodic pattern (Wuu , V ) at F . Some other self-inhibitory periodic patterns such as (Wduu , 2V )
and (Wuuu , 2V ) will be presented in our case study.
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5.3. Nearest-Neighbor-Inhibitory Periodic Patterns
The simple nearest-neighbor-inhibitory periodic patterns are (Wcm , Wd , (m − 1)V ) with m ≥ 2
such as (Wdu Wd V ) and (Wuu Wd V ). For the periodic pattern (Wcm , Wd , (m − 1)V ), the inhibitory
self-feedback due to the Wcm -oscillation generates the Wd -oscillation that in turn, along with the
V -oscillations, generates the Wcm -oscillation. Examples of nearest-neighbor-inhibitory periodic
patterns are (Wuu Wd V ) and (Wuu Wu V Wu ) in Figure 2.
We first consider the periodic pattern (Wdu Wd V ). The Wd -oscillation is characterized by
(tdown , ∆td ) and the Wdu -oscillation is characterized by (tcdown , tc,1
up , TIF , ∆tc ). For the Wdu -oscillation,
when the self-feedback due to the V -oscillation arrives, the potential is given by
c,1

c

c

c,1

V2 = I0 − (I0 − VA )e−tup −tdown − a(1 − e−tdown )e−tup .

(5.21)

The Wdu -oscillation yields
Tdu = T + tcdown + tc,1
up + TIF + ∆tc ,
¸
·
−TIF
−tcdown −tc,1
up −TIF
1
−
e
+
(1
−
e
)e
−TIF −tcdown −tc,1
up
∆tc = log e
+a
.
I0 − VA

(5.22)
(5.23)

The Wd -oscillation leads to
Td = T + tdown + ∆td ,
·
¸
I0 − VA − a
tdown = log
.
(I0 − VA )e∆td − a

(5.24)

2T + tdown + ∆td + TF R + tcdown = τ + τd + TIF ,
tc,1
up = T + tdown + ∆td − TIF − τd + τv ,
∆tc + tdown − τdu + τv = 0.

(5.26)
(5.27)
(5.28)

(5.25)

Condition (4.6) gives rise to

Additional delays are given by
½
¾
b[(b − ϑ)(b − ϑ − VA e−T +TF R ) + VA2 e−Td −T +2TF R ]
τdu = log
,
(b − ϑ)3 + VA3 e−Tdu −Td −T +3TF R
½
¾
b[(b − ϑ)(b − ϑ − VA e−Tdu +TF R ) + VA2 e−Tdu −T +2TF R ]
τd = log
,
(b − ϑ)3 + VA3 e−Tdu −Td −T +3TF R
¾
½
b[(b − ϑ)(b − ϑ − VA e−Td +TF R ) + VA2 e−Tdu −Td +2TF R ]
.
τv = log
(b − ϑ)3 + VA3 e−Tdu −Td −T +3TF R

(5.29)
(5.30)
(5.31)

Lemma 11. For the nearest-neighbor-inhibitory periodic pattern (Wdu Wd V ), the minimum value
of τ for the existence of such a periodic pattern is τmin = 2T + TF R − TIF + (tdown + tcdown + ∆td −
τd )max , where (tdown + tcdown + ∆td − τd )max is the maximum value of tdown + tcdown + ∆td − τu
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of system (5.22) − (5.31) subject to tcdown = TIF − TF R or tcdown = TIF or V2 = ϑ of equation
(5.21); the maximum value of τ is τmax = T + TF R − (tdown + tcdown + ∆td − τd )|min , where
(tdown + tcdown + ∆td − τd )|min is the minimum value of tdown + tcdown + ∆td − τd of system
(5.22) − (5.31) subject to tcdown = TIF or tdown = TIF − TF R . On the other hand, for any given
value τ ∈ (τmin , τmax ), the solution of system (5.22) − (5.31) uniquely determines the periodic
pattern.
We then consider the periodic pattern (Wuu Wd V ). The Wd -oscillation is characterized by
c,2
(tdown , ∆td ) and the Wuu -oscillation is characterized by (tc,1
up , TIF , tup , TIF , ∆tc ). For the Wuu oscillation, when the self-feedback due to the V -oscillation arrives, the potential is given by
c,1

c,2

c,2

V2 = I0 − (I0 − VA )e−tup −tup −TIF − a(1 − e−TIF )e−tup .

(5.32)

The Wuu -oscillation yields
c,2
Tuu = T + tc,1
up + tup + 2TIF + ∆tc ,
·
¸
c,2
c,2
(1 − e−TIF )(1 + e−tup −TIF )
−2TIF −tc,1
up −tup
+a
∆tc = log e
.
I0 − VA

(5.33)
(5.34)

The Wd -oscillation leads to
Td = T + tdown + ∆td ,
·
¸
I0 − VA − a
tdown = log
.
(I0 − VA )e∆td − a

(5.35)

2T + tdown + ∆td + TF R + tc,1
up = τ + τd ,

(5.37)

tc,2
up = T + tdown + ∆td − TIF − τd + τv ,
∆tc + tdown − τuu + τv = 0.

(5.38)
(5.39)

(5.36)

Condition (4.6) gives rise to

Additional delays are given by
½
¾
b[(b − ϑ)(b − ϑ − VA e−T +TF R ) + VA2 e−Td −T +2TF R ]
τuu = log
,
(b − ϑ)3 + VA3 e−Tuu −Td −T +3TF R
½
¾
b[(b − ϑ)(b − ϑ − VA e−Tuu +TF R ) + VA2 e−Tuu −T +2TF R ]
,
τd = log
(b − ϑ)3 + VA3 e−Tuu −Td −T +3TF R
½
¾
b[(b − ϑ)(b − ϑ − VA e−Td +TF R ) + VA2 e−Tuu −Td +2TF R ]
τv = log
.
(b − ϑ)3 + VA3 e−Tuu −Td −T +3TF R

(5.40)
(5.41)
(5.42)

Lemma 12. For the the nearest-neighbor-inhibitory periodic pattern (Wuu Wd V ), the minimum
value of τ for the existence of such a periodic pattern is τmin = 2T + TF R +(tdown +∆td − τd )|max ,
where (tdown + ∆td − τd )|max is the maximum value of tdown + ∆td − τd of system (5.33) − (5.42)
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c
subject to tc,1
up = 0 or tdown = TIF − TF R ; the maximum value of τ is τmax = 2T + TF R + (tdown +
c,1
c,1
tc,1
up +∆td −τd )min , where (tdown +tup +∆td −τd )min is the minimum value of tdown +tup +∆td −τd
of system (5.33) − (5.42) subject to tcdown = TIF or V2 = ϑ of equation (5.32). On the other hand,
for any given value τ ∈ (τmin , τmax ), the solution of system (5.33) − (5.42) uniquely determines
the periodic pattern.

The segment between H and I in Figure 5 represents the interval for the existence of the
periodic pattern (Wdu Wd V ) and the segment between J and K represents the interval for the
existence of the periodic pattern (Wuu Wd V ).
Other possible nearest-neighbor-inhibitory periodic patterns are (Wcm , Wu , (m − 1)V, Wd ) and
m
(Wc , Wu , (m − 1)V, Wu ) with m ≥ 2. For example, for the periodic pattern (Wcm , Wu , (m −
1)V, Wd ), the inhibitory self-feedback delivered by the Wcm -oscillation generates the Wu -oscillation,
then the feedback from the Wu -oscillation generates the Wd -oscillation, and the feedbacks from
the V -oscillations and the Wd -oscillation generate the Wcm -oscillation. At a certain critical value
of the delay, the periodic pattern (Wcm , Wu , (m − 1)V, Wd ) will transit to the periodic pattern
(Wcm , Wu , (m − 1)V, Wu ). The calculation similar to the periodic pattern (Wuu Wd V ) can apply to
periodic patterns (Wcm , Wu , (m − 1)V, Wd ) and (Wcm , Wu , (m − 1)V, Wu ), but it is quite complicated. Hence, we only present some numerical results in our case study (Section 6).

5.4. Far-Range-Inhibitory Periodic Patterns
If the inhibitory feedback delivered by the Wc -oscillation affects an action potential which is far
away from its nearest neighbor, the configuration of the patterns becomes more complicated. For
example, multiple Wc -oscillations may coexist in one periodic pattern. However, because of the
complicated interaction within such a periodic pattern, it may take very long time to converge to
such a pattern from an initial condition. This long recognition time prevents these patterns from
potential applications in neural information transmission or object recognition. Hence, we shall
not conduct a detailed discussion, though we shall list some patterns in our case study in the next
section.

6. A Case Study
We now apply the general results obtained in the previous section to a special case to illustrate
the detailed periodic patterns and the occurrence of coexisting multiple patterns. The parameter
values are identical to those used in Subsection 2.1, i.e., ϑ = 1mV, I0 = 1.45µA, a = 2.7µA,
b = 6µA, TIF = 0.5ms, TF R = 0.35ms, c = 3.5mV and VA = −0.1187mV, TAϑ = 1.2488ms,
T = 1.5988ms.
Corresponding to each spike of the excitatory neuron, there is always an inhibitory self-feedback
(SFB) to act on the excitatory neuron in a time delay τ 0 = τ + τA , where τA only depends on the
basic oscillations of the excitatory neuron. However, in what follows, we take τ 0 = τ + 0.2 to discuss the periodic patterns exhibited by the excitatory neuron in the interval τ 0 ∈ [nT, nT + T ) with
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a positive integer n. Value 0.2 is only an empirical constant but periodic patterns do not depend on
this value.
We now introduce an important quantity, the average time of convergence to a pattern, as a
measurement of recognition of this pattern. The numerical calculation of this average convergence
time is implemented in the following way. We consider a periodic pattern σ = (π1 , ..., πk ) with
πk ∈ (V, Wd , Wu , Wc ), which has the period p and consists of k action potentials. For any solution
of neuron E in the model (2.1), we denote the firing times by r1 , r2 , ... for t > 0, the corresponding
action potentials by {π̃1 , π̃2 , ...}. For each firing time rn (n=1,2,...),
Pn+k−1 we calculate the duration of
k consecutive action potentials {π̃n , ..., π̃n+k−1 } as pn =
(ri+1 − ri ), and calculate the
i=n
|pn −p|
relative error p . Then we define the convergence time of this periodic pattern by rn for the first
n whose relative error is less than a given tolerate (10−5 in our study) and express it with respect
to the period p of the pattern, i.e, b = rn /p. The domain of attraction corresponding to the given
periodic pattern should yield the convergent time in a range, denoted by (bmin p ∼ bmax p). Since
the given periodic pattern actually exists in an interval τ ∈ (τmin , τmax ), we denote pmin by the
period p corresponding to τmin and pmax by the period p corresponding to τmax . Then we define
max
max
the average convergence time as bmin +b
× pmin +p
with respect to the intrinsic spiking period
2
2
T . Note that these quantities, bmin , bmax , pmin and pmax , are based on numerical calculation.
p/T

p/T

(a)

(b)

C

4
6
B

A
5

3

4
2

3
2

1
1
0

0
T

Time Delay (τ)

2T

2T

Time Delay (τ)

3T

Figure 6: Plot of p/T versus τ 0 when τ 0 ∈ [T, 2T ) (a) and τ 0 ∈ [2T, 3T ) (b), where p is the
minimum period of a given pattern in the specific interval and T is the intrinsic spiking period
of the excitatory neuron. (a) From the bottom to the top, periodic patterns are (Wu ) with σ =
(2Wu ), (Wu Wd ), (Wdu V ) and (Wuu V ). The periodic pattern (Wdu V ) transits to the periodic pattern
(Wuu V ) at A and the periodic pattern (Wu Wd ) transits to the periodic pattern (Wu ) with σ =
(2Wu ) at the dotted line. (b) From the bottom to the top, periodic patterns are (Wu ) with σ =
(2Wu ), (Wdu Wd V ), (Wuu Wd V ), (Wduu 2V ), (Wuuu 2V ), (Wuu Wu V Wd ) and (Wuu Wu V Wu ). The
periodic pattern (Wduu 2V ) transits to the periodic pattern (Wuuu 2V ) at B and the periodic pattern
(Wuu Wu V Wd ) transits to the periodic pattern (Wuu Wu V Wu ) at C.
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Pattern
Type
(Wu )
Wu
(Wd Wu )
Wu and Wd
(Wdu V ) self-inhibitory
(Wuu V ) self-inhibitory

Patterns, memory and periodicity
Convergence
Interval of τ
Time
(1.695T, 2T ]
20p ∼ 40p
[1.605T, 1.695T ] 30p ∼ 80p
[1.015T, 1.10T )
< 1.8p
(1.10T, 1.955T ]
< 1.8p
0

Average Convergence Time
51.33T
156.58T
3.14T
3.14T

Table 1: Periodic patterns in the interval τ 0 ∈ [T, 2T ), where p is the period of a pattern for any
given τ 0 in the specific interval.

6.1. Periodic Patterns on the Interval τ 0 ∈ [T, 2T )
On the interval τ 0 ∈ [T, 2T ), there exist four periodic patterns, shown in Table 1 and Figure 6
(a): (Wu ) with σ = (2Wu ), (Wd Wu ), the self-inhibitory periodic patterns (Wdu V ) and (Wuu V ).
Figure 1 shows the periodic patterns (Wd Wu ) and (Wuu V ). The periodic pattern (Wdu V ) transits
to the periodic pattern (Wuu V ) at A and the periodic pattern (Wu Wd ) transits to the periodic pattern
(Wu ) with σ = (2Wu ) at the dotted line in Figure 6 (a). Periodic patterns (Wuu V ) and (Wd Wu )
coexist on the interval τ 0 ∈ [1.605T, 1.695T ] and periodic patterns (Wuu V ) and (Wu ) coexist on
the interval τ 0 ∈ (1.695T, 1.955T ]. It follows easily from Table 1 that the self-inhibitory periodic
patterns (Wdu V ) and (Wuu V ) have faster speed to be recognized than the periodic patterns (Wu )
and (Wu Wd ).

6.2. Periodic Patterns on the Interval τ 0 ∈ [2T, 3T )
On the interval τ 0 ∈ [2T, 3T ), there exist seven periodic patterns, shown in Table 2 and Figure
6 (b): (Wu ) with σ = (2Wu ), (Wdu Wd V ), (Wuu Wd V ), (Wduu 2V ), (Wuuu 2V ), (Wuu Wu V Wd )
and (Wuu Wu V Wu ). In particular, self-inhibitory patterns (Wduu 2V ) and (Wuuu 2V ) have faster
recognition time than nearest-neighbor-inhibitory patterns (Wdu Wd V ), (Wuu Wd V ) (Wuu Wu V Wd )
and (Wuu Wu V Wu ). The periodic pattern (Wduu 2V ) transits to the periodic pattern (Wuuu 2V ) at
B and the periodic pattern (Wuu Wu V Wd ) transits to the periodic pattern (Wuu Wu V Wu ) at C in
Figure 6 (b). The overlapping intervals present the coexistence of multiple periodic patterns, for
example, Figure 2 shows the coexistence of periodic patterns (Wu ) with σ = (2Wu ), (Wuu Wd V ),
(Wuuu 2V ) and (Wuu Wu V Wu ) on the interval τ 0 ∈ [2.205T, 2.225T ].

6.3. Periodic Patterns on the Interval τ 0 ∈ [3T, 4T )
Figure 7 and Table 3 show periodic patterns on the interval τ 0 ∈ [3T, 4T ): (Wu ) with σ =
(3Wu ), (Wduu Wd 2V ), (Wuuu Wd 2V ), (Wuu Wu V Wu ), (Wduuu 3V ), (Wuuuu 3V ), (Wuuu Wu 2V Wd ),
(Wuuu Wu 2V Wu ), (Wuu Wdu V Wu V Wdu Wuu V Wd V ) and (Wuu Wuu V Wu V Wdu Wuu V Wd V ). Periodic pattern (Wduu Wd 2V ) transits to the periodic pattern (Wuuu Wd 2V ) at E in Figure 7; the
periodic pattern (Wduuu 3V ) transits to the periodic pattern (Wuuuu 3V ) at F ; the periodic pattern (Wuuu Wu 2V Wd ) transits to the periodic pattern (Wuuu Wu 2V Wu ) at G; the periodic pattern
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Pattern
(Wu )
(Wdu Wd V )
(Wuu Wd V )
(Wduu 2V )
(Wuuu 2V )
(Wuu Wu V Wd )
(Wuu Wu V Wu )

Patterns, memory and periodicity

Type
Wu
nearest-neighbor
nearest-neighbor
self-inhibitory
self-inhibitory
nearest-neighbor
nearest-neighbor

Convergence
Interval of τ
Time
[2T, 2.91T ]
20p ∼ 40p
[2.205T, 2.24T ]
6p ∼ 10p
[2.51T, 2.58T ]
3p ∼ 6p
[2.015T, 2.225T ]
< 1p
(2.225T, 2.815T ]
< 1p
[2.565T, 2.815T ]
21p − 27p
(2.815T, 3T )
8p − 10p
0

Average Convergence Time
51.33T
34.97T
21.12T
2.56T
2.76T
104.5T
104.5T

Table 2: Periodic patterns in the interval τ 0 ∈ [2T, 3T ), where p is the period of a periodic pattern.
p/T
H
15

12

9

G
F

6

E

3

0

3T

Time Delay (τ’)

4T

Figure 7: Plot of p/T versus τ 0 for τ 0 ∈ [3T, 4T ), where p is the minimum period of a given pattern in the specific interval.
From the bottom to the top, periodic patterns are (Wu ) with σ = (3Wu ), (Wduu Wd 2V ), (Wuuu Wd 2V ), (Wuu Wu V Wu ),
(Wduuu 3V ), (Wuuuu 3V ), (Wuuu Wu 2V Wd ), (Wuuu Wu 2V Wu ), (Wuu Wdu V Wu V Wdu Wuu V Wd V )
and (Wuu Wuu V Wu V Wdu Wuu V Wd V ). The periodic pattern (Wduu Wd 2V ) transits to the periodic pattern (Wuuu Wd 2V ) at E; the periodic pattern (Wduuu 3V ) transits to the periodic pattern (Wuuuu 3V ) at F ; the periodic pattern (Wuuu Wu 2V Wd ) transits to the periodic pattern
(Wuuu Wu 2V Wu ) at G; the periodic pattern (Wuu Wdu V Wu V Wdu Wuu V Wd V ) transits to the periodic patterns (Wuu Wuu V Wu V Wdu Wuu V Wd V ) at H.
(Wuu Wdu V Wu V Wdu Wuu V Wd V ) transits to the periodic pattern (Wuu Wuu V Wu V Wdu Wuu V Wd V )
at H. The overlapping subintervals in Figure 7 presents the coexistence of multiple periodic patterns, for example, periodic patterns (Wuu Wu V Wu ) and (Wduuu 3V ) coexist on the interval τ 0 ∈
[3.065T, 3.225T ]. According to the average convergence time of periodic patterns listed in Table
3, the self-inhibitory patterns have the fastest speed to be recognized; next is the nearest-neighborinhibitory patterns and the patterns composed of only basic Wu -oscillations and Wd -oscillation;
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Pattern
(Wu )
(Wduu Wd 2V )
(Wuuu Wd 2V )
(Wuu Wu V Wu )
(Wduuu 3V )
(Wuuuu 3V )
(Wuuu Wu 2V Wd )
(Wuuu Wu 2V Wu )
∗

Patterns, memory and periodicity

Type
Wu
nearest-neighbor
nearest-neighbor
nearest-neighbor
self-inhibitory
self-inhibitory
nearest-neighbor
nearest-neighbor
far-range

Convergence
Interval of τ
Time
[3.225T, 3.97T ]
42 ∼ 70p
[3.28T, 3.39T ]
2 ∼ 5p
(3.39T, 3.49T ]
1 ∼ 4p
[3T, 3.905T ]
10 ∼ 18p
[3.065T, 3.225T ]
< 1p
(3.225T, 3.385T ]
< 1p
[3.54T, 3.84T ]
24 − 40p
(3.84T, 4T )
8 − 10p
[3.575T, 3.675T ]
14 − 54p
0

Average Convergence Time
89T
23T
16T
102T
4T
4T
252T
77T
549T

Table 3: Periodic patterns in the interval τ 0 ∈ [3T, 4T ), where p is the period of a pattern for any given τ 0 in the specific interval, ∗ represents (Wuu Wdu V Wu V Wdu Wuu V Wd V ) and
(Wuu Wuu V Wu V Wdu Wuu V Wd V ).
the slowest is the far-range-inhibitory patterns due to the complicated interaction among the basic oscillations. We conclude that the more complicated interaction within a periodic pattern, the
longer the convergence time is.
We summarize our results about periodic patterns of the recurrent inhibitory loop. The case
study illustrates the periodic patterns we theoretically derived in the previous section. Different
types of periodic patterns (only Wu and Wd , self-inhibitory, nearest-neighbor, far-range) may coexist in a subinterval of delay, leading to multistability in the recurrent inhibitory loop. The pattern
transition serves as a crucial instrument to generate a large class of periodic patterns. The average
time of convergence to a periodic pattern plays an important role in determining potential applications of these periodic patterns in neural information transmission and cognition processing.

7. Comparison with the Model with Alpha Synaptic Function
The integrate-and-fire model of recurrent inhibitory loops with an alpha synaptic function is given
½ 0
VE (t) = −VE (t) − Iinh + I0 ,
(7.1)
VI0 (t) = −VI (t) + Iexc .
A strong enough stimulus I0 causes the excitatory neuron E to emit a sequence of spikes at
(1) (2)
(1) (2)
tE , tE , .... The firing of the neuron E excites the inhibitory neuron I to fire at tI , tI , .... The
excitatory postsynaptic current Iexc in (7.1) is initiated by the presynaptic spikes of the excitatory
P
(k)
neuron with a time lag τ and has the form Iexc = gE k S(t − τ − tE ), where gE is synaptic strength from the excitatory neuron to the inhibitory neuron. In turn, the inhibitory neuron I
instantaneously delivers inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (IPSP) to inhibit the firing of the excitaP
(k)
tory neuron E. The inhibitory synaptic current has the form Iinh = gI k S(t − tI ), where gI is
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synaptic strength from the inhibitory neuron to the excitatory neuron. In this section, we consider
the synaptic update function S(t) as an alpha function, given by
½ 2 −αt
α te
if t ≥ 0;
S(t) =
(7.2)
0
otherwise.
We assume that the excitatory postsynaptic current gE S(t) contributed by one spike of the excitatory neuron will cause the inhibitory neuron I to fire and trigger only one spike. We also assume
that the inhibitory postsynaptic current gI S(t) contributed by one spike of the inhibitory neuron
will cause the potential of the excitatory neuron E to decline.
We take parameter values as ϑ = 1mV, I0 = 1.5µA, α = 6.0, gE = 1.8, gI = 1.2, TF R =
0.35ms,VA = −0.1187mV. Then
·
¸
I0 − VA
TAϑ = log
= 1.1748ms, T = TF R + TAϑ = 1.5248ms.
I0 − ϑ
In what follows, we take τ 0 = τ + 0.3776 to discuss the periodic patterns exhibited by the
excitatory neuron in the interval τ 0 ∈ [nT, nT + T ) with a positive integer n. Value 0.3776 is only
an empirical constant but periodic patterns do not depend on this value.
p/T
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Figure 8: Plot of p/T versus τ 0 when τ 0 ∈ [T, 2T ) (a) and τ 0 ∈ [2T, 3T ) (b). (a) From the bottom to
the top, periodic patterns are (Wu ) with σ = (2Wu ), (Wu Wd ), (Wdu V ) and (Wuu V ). The periodic
pattern (Wdu V ) transits to the periodic pattern (Wuu V ) at A and the periodic pattern (Wu Wd )
transits to the periodic pattern (Wu ) with σ = (2Wu ) at the dotted line. (b) From the bottom to the
top, periodic patterns are (Wu ) with σ = (2Wu ), (Wdu Wd V ), (Wuu Wd V ), (Wduu 2V ), (Wuuu 2V ),
(Wuu Wd V Wd ), (Wuu Wu V Wd ) and (Wuu Wu V Wu ). The periodic pattern (Wdu Wd V ) transits to
the periodic pattern (Wuu Wd V ) at C; the periodic pattern (Wduu 2V ) transits to the periodic pattern
(Wuuu 2V ) at B; the periodic pattern (Wuu Wd V Wd ) transits to the periodic pattern (Wuu Wu V Wd )
at D and continues to transit to the periodic pattern (Wuu Wu V Wu ) at E.
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Pattern
Type
(Wu )
Wu
(Wd Wu )
Wu and Wd
(Wdu V ) self-inhibitory
(Wuu V ) self-inhibitory

Patterns, memory and periodicity

0

Interval of τ
(1.66T, 2T ]
[1.54T, 1.66T ]
(T, 1.23T ]
(1.23T, 1.97T )∗

Convergence
Time
20p ∼ 60p
18p ∼ 42p
1p ∼ 2.5p
1p ∼ 2.5p

Average Convergence Time
60T
85T
6T
6T

Table 4: Periodic patterns on the interval τ 0 ∈ [T, 2T ) of the model with the alpha synaptic function. The interval marked by ’*’ has two subintervals.

7.1. Periodic Patterns on the Interval τ 0 ∈ [T, 2T )
Comparing Figure 8 (a) with Figure 6 (a), the model of the recurrent inhibitory loop with the alpha synaptic function exhibits the similar periodic patterns as the model with the step feedback
function on the interval τ 0 ∈ [T, 2T ). On the interval τ 0 ∈ [T, 2T ), there exist four periodic patterns, shown in Table 4 and Figure 8 (a): (Wu ) with σ = (2Wu ), (Wd Wu ), the self-inhibitory
periodic patterns (Wdu V ) and (Wuu V ). The periodic pattern (Wdu V ) transits to the periodic pattern (Wuu V ) at A and the periodic pattern (Wu Wd ) transits to the periodic pattern (Wu ) with
σ = (2Wu ) at the dotted line in Figure 8 (a). Periodic patterns (Wuu V ) and (Wd Wu ) coexist
on the interval τ 0 ∈ [1.54T, 1.66T ) and periodic patterns (Wuu V ) and (Wu ) coexist on the interval
τ 0 ∈ [1.66T, 1.92T ] ∪ [1.945T, 1.97T ). The periodic pattern (Wuu V ) exists in two subintervals
(1.23T, 1.92T ] and [1.945T, 1.97T ). Compared with their average time of convergence, the selfinhibitory periodic patterns (Wdu V ) and (Wuu V ) are faster to be recognized than the periodic
patterns (Wu ) and (Wu Wd ).

7.2. Periodic Patterns on the Interval τ 0 ∈ [2T, 3T )
Comparing Figure 8 (b) with Figure 6 (b), the model of recurrent inhibitory loops with the alpha synaptic function exhibits the similar periodic patterns as the model with the step feedback
function on the interval τ 0 ∈ [2T, 3T ): (Wu ) with σ = (2Wu ), the self-inhibitory periodic patterns (Wduu 2V ) and (Wuuu 2V ), and the nearest-neighbor-inhibitory periodic patterns (Wdu Wd V ),
(Wuu Wd V ), (Wuu Wd V Wd ), (Wuu Wu V Wd ) and (Wuu Wu V Wu ). The periodic pattern (Wdu Wd V )
transits to the periodic pattern (Wuu Wd V ) at C; the periodic pattern (Wduu 2V ) transits to the periodic pattern (Wuuu 2V ) at B; the periodic pattern (Wuu Wd V Wd ) transits to the periodic pattern
(Wuu Wu V Wd ) at D and continues to transit to the periodic pattern (Wuu Wu V Wu ) at E in Figure
8 (b). However, the periodic patterns (Wdu Wd V ), (Wuu Wd V ) and (Wuuu 2V ) are separated into
several segments in their intervals. Compared with their average time of convergence in Table 5,
the self-inhibitory periodic patterns (Wduu 2V ) and (Wuuu 2V ) are faster to be recognized than the
nearest-neighbor-inhibitory periodic patterns, and also faster than the periodic patterns composed
of only Wu -oscillations.
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Pattern
(Wu )
(Wdu Wd V )
(Wuu Wd V )
(Wduu 2V )
(Wuuu 2V )
(Wuu Wd V Wd )
(Wuu Wu V Wd )
(Wuu Wu V Wu )

Patterns, memory and periodicity

Type
Wu
nearest-neighbor
nearest-neighbor
self-inhibitory
self-inhibitory
nearest-neighbor
nearest-neighbor
nearest-neighbor

0

Interval of τ
[2T, 2.97T ]
[2.31T, 2.44T ]∗
(2.44T, 2.52T ]∗
(2T, 2.22T ]
(2.22T, 2.95T ]∗
[2.51T, 2.53T ]
(2.53T, 2.82T ]
(2.82T, 3T ]

Convergence
Time
20p ∼ 60p
2p ∼ 8p
2p ∼ 8p
0.5p ∼ 1.5p
0.5p ∼ 1.5p
14p ∼ 36p
8p ∼ 20p
7p ∼ 16p

Average Convergence Time
60T
23T
23T
5T
5T
150T
87T
75T

Table 5: Periodic patterns on the interval τ 0 ∈ [2T, 3T ), where p is the period of a pattern for
any given τ 0 in the specific interval. The intervals marked by ’*’ consist of several separated
subintervals.

7.3. Periodic Patterns on the Interval τ 0 ∈ [3T, 4T )
p/T
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
3T

Time Delay (τ’)

4T

Figure 9: Plot of p/T versus τ 0 for τ 0 ∈ [3T, 4T ].
From the bottom to the
top, the periodic patterns are (1Wu ) with σ = (3Wu ), (Wduu Wd 2V ), (Wuuu Wd 2V ),
(Wuu Wu V Wu ), (Wduuu 3V ), (Wuuuu 3V ), (Wuuu Wd 2V Wd ), (Wuuu Wu 2V Wd ), (Wuuu Wu 2V Wu ),
and (Wuu Wdu V Wu V Wdu Wuu V Wd V ). The periodic pattern (Wduu Wd 2V ) transits to the pattern
(Wuuu Wd 2V ); the pattern (Wduuu 3V ) transits to the pattern (Wuuuu 3V ); the periodic pattern
(Wuuu Wd 2V Wd ) transits to the pattern (Wuuu Wu 2V Wd ) and continues to transit to the pattern
(Wuuu Wu 2V Wu ).
Figure 9 shows periodic pattern on the interval τ 0 ∈ [3T, 4T ): from the bottom to the top,
(Wu ) with σ = (3Wu ), (Wduu Wd 2V ), (Wuuu Wd 2V ), (Wuu Wu V Wu ), (Wduuu 3V ), (Wuuuu 3V ),
(Wuuu Wd 2V Wd ), (Wuuu Wu 2V Wd ), (Wuuu Wu 2V Wu ) and (Wuu Wdu V Wu V Wdu Wuu V Wd V ). The
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(Wu )
(Wduu Wd 2V )
(Wuuu Wd 2V )
(Wuu Wu V Wu )
(Wduuu 3V )
(Wuuuu 3V )
(Wuuu Wd 2V Wd )∗
(Wuuu Wu 2V Wd )
(Wuuu Wu 2V Wu )
#

Patterns, memory and periodicity

Type
Wu
nearest-neighbor
nearest-neighbor
nearest-neighbor
self-inhibitory
self-inhibitory
nearest-neighbor
nearest-neighbor
nearest-neighbor
far-rang

0

Interval of τ
[3.26T, 4T ]∗
[3.30T, 3.43T ]∗
[3.48T, 3.50T )∗
[3T, 3.93T ]∗
(3T, 3.22T ]∗
(3.27T, 3.74T ]∗
[3.47T, 3.48T ]
(3.48T, 3.85T ]∗
(3.85T, 4T ]∗
[3.50T, 3.64T ]

Convergence
Time
40p ∼ 76p
2p ∼ 4p
0.5p ∼ 3p
9p ∼ 16p
0.5p ∼ 1p
0.5p ∼ 1p
16p ∼ 22p
12p ∼ 32p
8p ∼ 12p
10p ∼ 18p

Average Convergence Time
93T
20T
11T
91T
5T
5T
151T
180T
85T
225T

Table 6: Periodic patterns in the interval τ 0 ∈ [3T, 4T ), where p is the period of a pattern for any
given τ 0 in the specific interval. # represents (Wuu Wdu V Wu V Wdu Wuu V Wd V ). The intervals
marked by ’*’ consist of several separated subintervals.
periodic pattern (Wduu Wd 2V ) transits to the pattern (Wuuu Wd 2V ); the pattern (Wduuu 3V ) transits
to the pattern (Wuuuu 3V ); the periodic pattern (Wuuu Wd 2V Wd ) transits to the pattern (Wuuu Wu 2V Wd )
and continues to transit to the pattern (Wuuu Wu 2V Wu ). These periodic patterns may be separated
into several segments in their corresponding intervals. Compared with their average time of convergence in Table 6, the self-inhibitory periodic patterns (Wduuu 2V ) and (Wuuuu 2V ) are faster to
be recognized than the nearest-neighbor-inhibitory periodic patterns, and also faster than the periodic patterns composed of only Wu -oscillations. The slowest is the far-range-inhibitory periodic
pattern (Wuu Wdu V Wu V Wdu Wuu V Wd V ).

8. Discussion
In this paper, we have studied the recurrent inhibitory loop modelled by a system of coupled delay
differential equations. Our focus is on the capability of such a recurrent loop to generate multiple
periodic patterns of the excitatory neuron. Four factors mainly contribute to the coexistence of
multiple periodic patterns for a given set of parameters: the extended delay, rich building blocks
(four types basic oscillations), a large class of periodic patterns and pattern transition.
Our study shows that the key to generate a large number of coexisting periodic patterns is the
interaction of the excitatory and inhibitory neurons, the inhibitory feedback, the incorporation of
firing and absolute refractory period in the model of the recurrent loop. First of all, two biological
features of individual neurons, the firing and absolute refractory period, make possible three types
of basic oscillations of the excitatory neuron: (V , Wu and Wd ). Secondly, the inhibitory neuron
not only inhibits the firing of the excitatory neuron but also extends the neuron’s relaxation time,
in turn, the prolonged firing duration allows more signals to be delivered, and as a result, multi96
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ple signals create more complicated oscillations (Wc ) of the excitatory neuron. Furthermore, in
addition to the synaptic delay, the inhibitory neuron, upon receiving an excitatory signal from the
excitatory neuron, delivers an inhibitory feedback to the excitatory neuron with an extra delay.
Since the size of the additional delay associated with the specific type of oscillation of the inhibitory neuron is fully determined by the period of the corresponding type of oscillation of the excitatory neuron, the inhibitory signal from the inhibitory neuron can be regarded as a self-feedback
of the excitatory neuron with the additional delay. In terms of self-feedbacks, the interaction of
these basic oscillations determines the type of periodic patterns: periodic patterns composed of
only Wu -oscillation and Wd -oscillation, self-inhibitory patterns, nearest-neighbor-inhibitory patterns and far-range-inhibitory patterns. Furthermore, the complicated inhibitory interaction of
these basic oscillations plays an important role in eventually stabilizing a trajectory into a periodic solution with one of these predictable periodic patterns. This allows us to link the solution
semiflow to symbolic dynamics in which these basic oscillations can be pinned together to form a
large class of periodic patterns and make the model exhibit rich dynamics, such as the coexistence
of multiple patterns and pattern transition. Different types of periodic patterns may coexist in a
subinterval of delay, leading to the occurrence of multistability in the recurrent inhibitory loop.
The pattern transition plays a similar role to the standard bifurcation theory in terns of the birth
and continuation of multiple periodic patterns.
Although our theoretical analysis is based on the integrate-and-fire model with a step synaptic
update function, the same four types of periodic patterns we theoretically derived have been exhibited by our simulation in the more neural model of the recurrent loop with an alpha synaptic update
function. The coexistence of multiple periodic patterns and pattern transitions also occur over a
wide range of the ratio τ 0 /T in this realistic model. We defined and numerically calculated the
average time of convergence to a periodic pattern to measure the recognizing time of the pattern.
Among these periodic patterns, the first three periodic patterns have faster speed to be recognized,
hence, they have the potential to be used for neural information transmission and cognition processing in the nervous system. The long recognizing time of far-range-inhibitory patterns prevents
them from potential applications in neural signal processing. The more realistic neural model of
the recurrent inhibitory loop with the alpha synaptic function presented the same periodic patterns
we derived analytically.
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